
Hardware

1. Switch PC on and select Nikon account on start-up (no password).

2. Turn on Agilent laser bed by switching the main power switch at the back,

then turn laser key at the front of laser bed in ON position and turn

required lasers on by pressing the 4 buttons at the front from left to right.

The buttons will light up red.

3. Switch on SpectraX LED light source by pushing the little yellow switch

upwards.

4. Turn on halogen lamp left of the LED light source as well as the power

source for the motorized stage underneath it.

5. Turn on microscope itself using button at its back on the right hand side,

the MCL Nano-Drive piezo focusing unit (on top of microscope enclosure)

and activate the shutters by switching on power source (left of the

microscope).

6. The remaining equipment controls the incubation chamber and lights in the

enclosure and only needs to be turned on if required for the experiment.

Software

1. Open the NIS Elements software by double clicking on the desktop icon.

2. When prompted select a user account you want to use (e.g. Test User, no

password) and click Login (everyone can have their own account).

3. In the pop-up window Driver selection select Andor with N-STORM.

4. The main software interface opens consisting of a range of different panels

in which you can set-up your experiment!

Live image preview 

Camera settings (Make sure EM-CCD camera has cooled down to -70 ºC before 

you start imaging.)

LUT’s and dynamic range of the camera

Spectra Pad to set up LED’s for widefield imaging

Agilent Pad to set up lasers for epifluorescence and TIRF imaging

N-STORM with Agilent Acquisition for setting up N-STORM experiments

Filters, shutters and switches and Ti Pad to create light path and control 

microscope 

OC Panel for creating reusable experiment configurations
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GENERAL INFORMATION

The Nikon N-STORM microscope at the MRC Laboratory for Molecular Cell Biology Super-Resolution

Facility (SuRF) uses STochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) localization with which

lateral resolutions of ~20 nm in biological specimens can be achieved. This allows the study of

protein-protein interactions at the molecular level using localization information of individual

fluorophores within the specimen. Axial resolutions of ~50 nm can be reached using a cylindrical lens

that induces a known astigmatic stretch to the image therefore allowing super-resolution information to

be obtained in 3D. The system is built around the Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope and allows high-

accuracy, multi-colour localization. It is equipped with an Agilent laser bed providing four laser lines

(405, 488, 561 and 647 nm) for sample excitation, an Andor iXon EM-CCD camera for fluorescence

detection and comes with the NIS-Elements software package for image acquisition and processing.

The 100x oil TIRF CFI Apochromat (NA 1.49) objective lens is ideal for STORM imaging and

incubation equipment for live cell experiments is also available. Multi-colour STORM imaging can be

performed using tandem dye pairs or standard secondary antibodies in continuous activation mode.

Please contact Andrew Vaughan (andrew.vaughan@ucl.ac.uk) or Kathrin Scherer (k.scherer@ucl.ac.uk) for any

enquiries relating to facility access, instrument booking or the available super-resolution imaging equipment.

The Nikon N-STORM microscope at the UCL MRC Laboratory 

for Molecular Cell Biology.
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MCL Nano-Drive (left) and Nikon shutter power source (right)
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